ZEROCARB
Onward to Zero.
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T he P ath to N et Z ero C o 2 u rt

The Path to Net Zero Co urt:
2

Where form follows performance.

Can we design a marketrate, Class A, zero emissions
office building?
A team led by HOK and energy and daylighting
consultant The Weidt Group set out to determine
whether we could use today’s technology,
materials and systems to do exactly that.
Though there has been lots of talk about reducing
our society’s carbon emissions, architects haven’t
been designing mainstream, affordable carbon
neutral office buildings. This has to change – quickly.
HOK and The Weidt Group collaborated on this
research and design project so we could better
understand the market opportunities and barriers
related to zero emissions design. The goal was
to develop new design processes that make
zero carbon possible and affordable for all.

W e s t b u i l d i n g fa C a d e
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Why zero emissions
instead of

zero energy?

Emissions from buildings represent
39 percent of the U.S. total.
Zero emissions forces us to think
about the environmental impact
of the energy source.
We must get to zero emissions
to address climate change.
The road to zero emissions
is through energy efficiency.
Zero emissions is fundamental
to the future of architecture.
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The team used the U.S. Department of Energy’s
definition of a net zero emissions building:

“A building that produces
and exports at least as much
emissions-free renewable
energy as it imports and uses
from emission-producing
energy sources annually.”
Out of this 10-month effort emerged a new prototype for reasonably priced, readily constructible and
marketable zero carbon emissions office buildings.
If built, the four-story, 170,735-sq.-ft. Net Zero
Co2urt would be one of the largest net zero
emissions buildings in North America.
The team discovered that we can do this now.
To do so, architects must embrace the rigor,
discipline and opportunities presented by fully
integrating daylighting and energy analyses into
the design process. By developing innovative
design solutions around aspirational performance
parameters, we can create extraordinary zero
emissions buildings. Architects must allow
form to follow performance.
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site
The team designed this Net Zero Co2urt prototype to fit comfortably
onto a potentially developable site in midtown St. Louis.
The team selected this site from choices
around North America because:
• St. Louis has a challenging
four-season climate.

N

• Electricity costs in Missouri are
among the lowest in the country.
• St. Louis’ electrical fuel profile
is 81 percent coal.
The team believed that if they could create a
market-rate carbon neutral design on this difficult
site, the process could be replicated in any location.

Temperature

Humidity

Clouds

Wind Speed

The building site is part of an emerging biotech corridor. To the west is Barnes-Jewish
Hospital at Washington University Medical Center and to the east is Saint Louis University.
Immediately to the north is the city’s historic Central West End, a thriving commercial and
residential district. The site is on a bus line and adjacent to the St. Louis MetroLink rapid
transit system, near a new stop planned for the next improvement cycle.
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design solution
The program organized most optimally into
two four-story, 300-foot-long office bars
oriented east-west and joined by two links that
enclose a 60-foot-wide landscaped courtyard.
The north and south facades optimize
vision and daylight glazing with insulated
opaque areas to leverage natural light while
maintaining a high-performance envelope.
The east and west facades are essentially
solid, blocking glare at low sun angles and
adding to the average R-value of the
building skin.
Exterior walls of the office bars consist
of R-40 rain screen construction with tile
facades to the east and west. Vision and
daylight panels are triple-glazed, doublelow E with argon fill set in wood frames to
provide optimized and controlled daylight
into the workspace, views to the exterior
and maximal R-value.
On southern facades, evacuated solar thermal
tube panels provide both a unique aesthetic
and a heat source for the building. The roof is
sloped at 10 degrees south and incorporates
solar PV and solar thermal panels over an
R-50 insulated roof (R-40 walls).

Roof tilted to the south

Early design showing PV and vegetated walls on west facades

A two-level, 17,375-sq.-ft., daylit parking
structure provides 438 parking spaces
and is topped by rooftop photovoltaic
panels and light wells.

Massing diagram
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Water wall garden

Entry from parking
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design SOLUTION
day l i g h t i n g

INTEGRATED SYSTEMS

Recognizing that daylighting is the single most important
way to reduce electricity and its subsequent carbon
emissions, the design solution features extensive use
of natural light.

Because the architectural and site strategies resulted
in greatly reduced HVAC loads, the team was able to
design an in-slab radiant heating and cooling system
that is integrated with an underfloor air distribution
(UFAD) system. A radiant heating and cooling system
provides temperature control for the space. Because
the air handling systems are primarily providing only
ventilation, they could be greatly downsized.

An early climate and context study analyzed local solar
intensity, wind potential, temperature and humidity ranges
and cycles, and the effects of the St. Louis latitude and
building type on daylighting potential and shading options.
With 150-180 cloudy days per year classifying St. Louis
as an “overcast sky” zone, the team designed to an 18.5
percent window-to-floor area and 35.2 percent windowto-wall ratio to achieve a minimum 1.5 percent daylight
factor across a 60-foot-wide floor plate.
View looking northwest to courtyard

V EGETATED WALL AND EDIBLE GARDEN
The east and west facades of the links are faced with a
vegetated wall to provide aesthetic continuity to the natural
aspects of the courtyard, moderate the outdoor climate for
tenants and even soak up a few additional carbon dioxide
molecules (not included in the total analysis).
An edible garden area along the south facade provides
an additional amenity for building occupants.

The dedicated outdoor air system (DOAS) air handling
units include total energy recovery wheels as well as
dehumidification and ventilation for building occupants.
A Demand Control Ventilation (DCV) system monitors
and adjusts the volume of outside air introduced into
the building based on demand. This reduces heating,
cooling and dehumidification loads attributed to
outdoor air.

The massing, orientation, floor-to-floor height, window
sizes, quality of glass and landscaping all are optimized
to ensure that the building can be illuminated without
electricity during daylight hours and can mitigate
the carbon emissions related to electrical energy
consumption.

In addition to the DCV system, building automation
control strategies include photocell and occupancy
sensor control of lighting and occupant control of
plug loads.

The trees are sized and placed to integrate with the
building in a way that optimizes the daylighting solution.
Using espaliered trees helps reduce the heat island
effect and preserves views while maintaining natural
light corridors.

A raised floor provides complete flexibility for a
multi-tenant layout. Manually operated windows
allow for natural ventilation during the spring
and fall shoulder seasons.
Rene wable Energy
The integrated design of Net Zero Co2urt reduced
carbon emissions by 76 percent through energy
efficiency strategies, with only minor additional first
costs compared to a conventional office building.
To provide the remaining clean energy required to
reach zero carbon emissions, the team identified
on-site renewable energy systems that include
approximately 51,800 square feet of rooftop and
wall-mounted photovoltaic panels and 15,000
square feet of solar thermal tubes on the southern
building facades and roof.

Plan of garden
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Daylighting analysis options

Tons of CO2 Savings
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KE Y OUTCOMES
ENERGY USE P RO J E CTIONS
BASED ON MODELING

The building’s energy use intensity (EUI) is
21.9 KTBUs/SF per year before renewable
energy is considered.
Annual energy cost savings through the
building’s energy efficiency, solar thermal
and photovoltaic system are $184,567,
leaving an annual energy cost of $2,418,
or 1 cent per SF at 2010 utility rates.

PAYBAC K

Detailed cost estimates illustrate that with an
estimated construction cost of $223 per square foot,
this project is marketable and affordable.
The payback for the investment required to reach

scenarios that would drive
payback down to

10 years

carbon neutrality compared to a LEED-certified
baseline building would be 12 years if the rise in the
cost of fuel outpaced general inflation by 4 percent
a year. But the payback would be less than 10 years
today in the many other areas of the country where
electricity is more expensive.

INCENTIV ES

The Net Zero Co2urt team determined that the
project would be eligible for several one-time
government, city and utility company incentives:
Federal solar rebate (30% of system cost): $1,521,251
TIF - City real estate tax and 1% sales tax retail: $394,285
EPAct tax deduction @ 35% tax rate: $107,563
AmerenUE incentive: $105,648

l e as i n g a pp roac h

The building would appeal to engaged tenants who
would appreciate the larger volumes of open interior
space, access to views and natural light, landscaping
and interior courtyard. Occupying this space would
send a positive message to both the public and

AmerenUE solar incentive: $50,000

employees that this organization cares about its

Laclede Gas: $25,000

people’s health and the environment, and is

Total one-time incentives: $2,203,747

committed to reducing its carbon footprint.

Tenant premium of

$60K/year .60 cost/SF
(modest)

$1.2 million more
one-time incentives

(we can influence
policy change!)
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Fuel escalation rate
of 7% higher
than discount
inflation rate

Solar and PV costs

coming down
over time

Blended electricity
costs of

$0.12/kwh
(currently reality in
several U.S. states)

Potential cap-andtrade legislation
and other initiatives
to restrict carbon
emissions
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How to do it:

Five Steps for Designing a
Zero Emissions Office Building
Design teams need to learn
to design for zero carbon as
quickly as possible.
HOK and The Weidt Group are sharing knowledge
gained from this effort to help push carbon
neutral design into the mainstream.
The Net Zero Co2urt team discovered that
designing for carbon neutrality demands
integrated, unflinching design and analysis.
There is no room for silos by function or role,
and nothing is too important to be questioned,
evaluated or changed.

The process proved that designing an office building —
the most universal commercial building type —
to be carbon neutral was easier and more affordable
than most people believe. By respecting strict
performance parameters and using them to inform
and guide the design, the resulting site-specific
solution also revealed a replicable process that
can be applied to most building types and
regions across the world.
A Virtual Design Pro cess

Except for two in-person project kickoff meetings,
the team avoided carbon emissions from air travel
by meeting virtually. The group met for 15 intense
design sessions — with many more smaller work
sessions in-between — over a 10-month period.
Team members collaborated by using WebEx and HOK’s
Advanced Collaboration Rooms, which enable highresolution videoconferencing and use of virtual flipcharts.

Team members in St. Louis and San Francisco communicate
via HOK’s Advanced Collaboration Rooms
Pa g e 12
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discovery + definition
HOK and The Weidt Group have defined three phases
and five key steps that teams can use to design
affordable zero emissions buildings.
HOK St. Louis

PH ASE i
PH ASE

I
II
III

Pre-design
Step #1
Organize for zero carbon emissions:
Develop a plan for learning and deciding.

1 2 3 4 5

S t ep # 1
O r g a n iz e fo r z er o c a r b o n em is s i o n s : Develop a pl an for le arning and deciding.
1A

Assemble a resourceful team capable of and
willing to go through a data-rich design process.

1B

Establish an iterative design
evaluation process.

The first step for the Net Zero Co2urt project was to develop

For a long time, sustainably minded architects
have been pushing passive solutions first —

goal and then collaborated on performance-based decisions

doing everything they can do to optimize a

through every step. Architects, engineers, energy and daylighting

building’s envelope without using a switch or

analysts, urban designers, landscape architects, construction

a fan. For a zero emissions design, there is

design and construction

cost estimators and the developer attended well-prepared

tremendous value in reducing energy use by

Step #3
R e s o lv e t h e m a c r o - s c a l e :
Develop site and architectural strategies
that reduce energy needs and optimize
energy generation.

design meetings that began during initial goal-setting sessions

thinking comprehensively about the massing,

and continued through the final design. This was integrated

envelope, lighting, HVAC systems, plug loads

design on steroids.

and operations. Rather than moving in a straight

Step #4
D e v e l o p i n t eg r at e d s o l u t i o n s :
Define whole building systems to
tunnel through cost barriers.
PH ASE IiI

stewardship
Step #5
M a i n ta i n z e r o :
Provide a plan that will equip the owner
and tenants to occupy and operate the
building with zero emissions.

Pa g e 1 4

Brainstorm session at The Weidt Group office in Minnetonka, Minn.

an integrated team that understood the zero carbon emissions

Step #2
Acc e p t yo u r c o n d i t i o n s :
Define environmental, comfort and
financial goals before beginning design.
PH ASE Ii

STEP

HOK San Francisco

Gaining informed real-time feedback from such a diverse group
and mining each others' insights enabled the design team

line from passive to active design strategies,
the approach must be integrated and iterative.

to make faster, better decisions. The energy modelers and

Design teams can’t make assumptions or ignore

daylighting analysts, for example, were able to use rich analytical

economic realities. The team continuously

data to challenge everything from the type of street trees the

reevaluated first costs and the planned operating

landscape architect wanted to specify to the senior designers’

performance of the building. The group followed

ideas for the building massing.

a meticulous system for organizing all the data.

Teams that are pursuing a carbon-neutral design must be willing

A local developer and two St. Louis construction

to explore the limits of what they believe to be true by testing

companies provided critical reality checks in the

every assumption against alternatives. They also need to be open

form of construction cost estimates and leasing

to accepting new ideas and processes, even if they conflict with

structures. This ensured that the design was

long-held beliefs or ways of working. It’s likely that they will need

marketable and affordable.

to leave their comfort zone.
Pa g e 15
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discovery + definition
Prevailing Winds

NORTH

Wind Frequency (Hrs)

S t ep # 2
Acc ep t yo u r c o n d i t i o n s :
Define yo u r env ironmental ,
com f ort an d financi al goal s
bef ore beg inn ing d esi gn .

345°

Location: ST._LOUIS, USA (38.8°, -90.4°)
Date: 1st January - 31st December
Time: 00:00 - 24:00
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135°

210°

150°

195°

Wind rose indicates inadequate
wind to warrant use of buildingintegrated wind

Set target ranges for building costs and payback

165°
SOUTH

2A

2B

Find the right balance.

Embrace the local environment.

There is no silver bullet for zero emissions. Designing

A detailed understanding of the local

for carbon neutrality requires teams to find the right

environmental conditions is essential before

balance between load reduction and energy generation

any design begins. Year-round solar, wind, soils

and to get the most benefits possible from every

conditions, temperature and humidity data needs

design decision.

to be researched. The team needs to then ask

To define load reduction goals and on-site renewable
generation capacities, design teams need to model
the lowest amount of energy the building needs and
estimate how much energy it can generate.
This is the big target!
The team also must identify the functional needs
of space types and determine how the site’s physical
climate can support them with the least-possible
number of interventions from mechanical,

the clues to taking full advantage of the “free”
resources provided on the site? Where are the
biggest challenges for maintaining occupant
comfort and efficient operations?

Acknowledge and respect
the economic goals.

The design team must understand the owner’s
economic requirements, including first cost
and cash flow expectations. Based on what
the data says is possible and what judgment
suggests is probable, set target ranges for
energy consumption, generation and costs.
Teams need to establish viable options for
capturing energy efficiency and renewable
energy incentives from local utility companies
and government agencies.

For the zero emissions office building, members
of the Biomimicry Guild, with whom HOK has
an alliance, helped the team identify specific
strategies from the local natural systems to apply

Neighborhood near the Net Zero Co2urt site

to design solutions. The team looked at how natural

electrical and plumbing systems.

systems adapt to the significant seasonal changes

Building size

Revenue

Energy efficiency

First cost

On-site renewable energy

Energy costs

Renewable energy credits

Other O&M costs
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themselves what the data is revealing. What are

2C

and optimized use of available resources as drivers
for the overall design concepts.
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Design, Evaluate, Revise & Deliver
S t ep # 3
R e s o lv e t h e m ac r o -s c a l e :
Develop si te an d arch i tect u ral
s trategies that red u ce
energy needs an d opt im ize
energy generat ion .
Reaching zero emissions requires a tremendous
amount of upfront exploration and preparation.
Once the team has defined goals, constraints and
opportunities, they will need to brainstorm energy
conservation strategies. The only way to make these
buildings cost-effective is to make them as energy
efficient as possible before looking to generate
energy through on-site renewables.
The Net Zero Co2urt team used an Energy Predesign

Virtual building models

3A

Model, manage, monitor.

Massing model

3B

Focus on climate in place.

Using all building surfaces for a purpose

3C

Optimize site and building surfaces.

Every square foot of the building surface should

The Net Zero Co2urt team’s mantra was, “model,

Develop the building massing and orientation that

manage, monitor.” They created a model of a virtual

take full advantage of the local solar, wind and

building, measured the performance at every step of

water resources. Further refine this solution in

the design and managed expectations until they

section and plan to optimize the use of available

An experienced energy modeling analyst can

designed a real building that works. This approach

resources and reduce loads. You will need to model

the roof or facade, and as shading devices.

describe the potential energy use, carbon emissions

ensured that every design decision contributed to

the daylighting savings offset by the energy penalty

and cost implications of hundreds of specific energy

the zero emissions goal.

of increased floor-to-floor and glass area.

Build task-specific simulation models that compare

Scoping Tool (EPST) to do comparative modeling of

the performance variables and evaluated more than
90 strategies during the predesign process.

conservation opportunities related to envelope
insulation strategies, other envelope strategies
(from white roof to shading effect of a PV array),
window glazing, window design, daylighting control,
lighting control, lighting design, lighting technology,

Aesthetic decisions made with the best intentions may
seem perfectly fine, but if they compromise performance,
by even a small amount, the failures will be multiplicative
and cause “death by a thousand cuts.”

cooling efficiency, heating efficiency, alternative

Buildings have complex interactive behaviors, which

HVAC system solutions, fans and pumps, conditioning

means the design solution for one project won’t be

of outside air, miscellaneous mechanical solutions,

the same for another. Though a team should not go on

service hot water and plug load.

intuition or rely solely on past experience to design for

be used for a function, either as a consumer or
producer of energy. The photovoltaic panels and
solar thermal tubes on Net Zero Co2urt can act as

and evaluate massing and orientation options.
Balance performance and cost for the right mix
of solar gain, shading, daylighting and renewable
energy generation. Rigorously track key data on
emissions, first costs and operating costs.

zero emissions, solutions likely will include an emphasis
on energy efficiency and daylighting, which always will be
more cost-effective than renewable options.

Pa g e 1 8
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Design, Evaluate, Revise & Deliver
S t ep #4
D e v el o p i n t eg r at ed s o l u t i o n s :
Define whole b u il d ing sys tems
to t u nnel thro u gh cos t barri ers.
The “cost tunnel effect” theorizes that the cost of
adding energy efficient equipment to a building
increases as the design team tries to squeeze in
more technologies. But if a team can shape the
architecture to reduce the need for technological
systems while achieving efficiencies of at least
70 percent, the cost begins to go down.
Before beginning design, the Net Zero Co2urt

team evaluated energy use data for similar buildings

Entropy: Using heat as heat and light as light

4A

Use energy in the form it is in.

Diagram explaining how “form follows performance”

4B

to set an energy efficiency target of 80 percent
compared to a benchmark office building in the
St. Louis climate region. Comparative analyses
guided all decisions, major or minor, by explicating
emissions data. Subsequent iterations refined the
initial decisions and defined a solution that reached
73 percent energy use reduction (KTBU/SF)
with energy efficiency.

Develop, evaluate and select primary
architectural, MEP and structural systems.

Brainstorm session at The Weidt Group office in Minnetonka, Minn.

4D

Examine the sets of whole building
data and repeat the process.

Once a team has maximized the energy efficiency of

Once the envelope and orientation are tightly bracketed

Don’t expect a solution to be perfect on the

the building being designed, they can get the rest of

or resolved, the team should develop comparative data on

first pass. Teams should regularly revisit steps

the way to zero emissions through on-site renewable

mechanical system design and zoning alternatives.

3 and 4 in order to resolve the unexpected

energy sources.

It’s important to test and refine envelope insulation levels.

results that will occur.

Design teams should use energy and apply different

Whenever possible, simplify system operations and avoid

For reasons of cost or performance, teams may

renewable energy sources as optimally as possible.

solutions that require high fan energy and re-heating.

need to review and adjust the zoning of the building

The principle of entropy states that energy can be

Design components that serve multiple purposes. Radiant

more or less concentrated. A design will be most

heating or cooling surfaces, for example, could be part of

efficient if it can meet a building’s energy needs with

the structure or ductwork could serve as light shelves.

envelope for opaque surfaces, glazed areas,
ventilation access, living surfaces, shading,
solar hot water and photovoltaic areas.

similar energy states. In other words, use energy in

Similarly, the cost and functional value of MEP

the form it is in: heat as heat and light as light. It will

systems and controls will benefit from another

be more efficient, for example, to use natural light for
daylighting than to convert it to electricity for heating
or powering fans. Otherwise, there can be a dramatic
loss in efficiency that adds to a building’s emissions.

4C

Develop secondary systems and
operational expectations.

This includes controls and control scenarios for

set of models for a team to measure its progress
against and then manage the performance of the
design and the client’s expectations.

lighting, plug and occupancy loads, comfort and
security settings, and ongoing metering, monitoring
and accountability systems.
Developing a plan and installing technologies
for carbon neutral operations is as important

Pa g e 2 0

as designing the potential to do so.
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Occupancy & Oper ation
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S t ep # 5
M a i n ta i n z er o : P rov id e a plan that
w ill eq u ip the owner an d tenants
to occ u p y an d operate the b u il d i ng
w i th zero em is si ons.
5A

Recognize that occupants are a critical
part of a carbon neutral design solution.

Buildings don’t use energy, people do. With estimates for
the energy use that can be attributed to tenant consumption
ranging from 50 to 75 percent, the design team will need to
understand the diversity of the owner’s team and determine
how they intend to deploy staff and operate the building.
Their behavior during the building’s operations will make
or break a zero emissions design.
Understanding the lines of responsibility and accountability
will allow teams to provide technology and service that allow
for clear monitoring, measurement and management of
the building’s performance and provide occupants with the
tools and knowledge to fully participate in energy conservation.
Plug loads will be a huge variable in a zero emissions,
multitenant speculative office building. Teams can’t afford
to let them float. Studies show that people are using from
25 to 60 percent of a typical installed plug load. For this
project, the team made assumptions that the plug loads would

Designing for zero emissions requires designers to rethink design processes

5B

Provide the owner with a calibration plan.

Models and baselines each play a role in ongoing
performance. Just as the weather will vary from
year to year, so will the behavior of the users and
operators of a building. Monitoring consumption data
such as the Energy Utilization Index (EUI) will not tell
the whole story of how a building is performing.
To maintain the balance of emissions, recalibrate
performance expectations to address and predict
the effect of potential changes over time.

be 30 percent lower than found in a typical office building.
Installing sub meters will allow teams to monitor usage and,
using a carrot-and-stick approach, reward tenants who come
in under and require tenants to purchase carbon credits if
they surpass a predefined monthly usage allocation.
For now, the type of tenants a zero emissions office building
would attract likely would be motivated to participate in this
positive environmental story and be willing do the right thing
by accepting a reduced equipment load in order to help
control the emissions.
Pa g e 2 2

Net Zero Co2urt secret garden
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le s s on s learne d

Rethinking

How we design buildings

mythbuster s for zero e missions d e sig n
Myth #1:

Myth #4:

All-glass buildings are the future of

We can’t design a zero emissions

low-energy and low-emissions design.

building to be taller than three stories.

Though daylighting is the single-most

This team designed four floors.

important way to reduce electricity

Admittedly, they needed to use the

and carbon emissions, carbon neutral

roof surface of the parking structure

design requires a precise balance of

to house 17,000 square feet of

light and heat. To determine the right

photovoltaic panels.

combination of energy-efficient glazing
and insulated wall panels, the Net Zero

Myth #5:

Designing for zero emissions requires
us to rethink how we design buildings
and demands a rigor that remains rare
in the design and construction industry.

Co2urt team modeled the daylighting

Zero emissions isn’t possible for

of increased floor-to-floor and glass

Detailed cost estimates calculated

But with about 40 percent of the greenhouse gas emissions
contaminating our atmosphere coming from buildings, we have no
choice but to begin a concentrated effort to do things differently.
The challenge for design teams is to think about performance
before we draw and to embrace the limits presented by the
daylighting and energy analyses. We need to know when we
are making purely aesthetic decisions versus science-based
decisions and be clear about which is which. Within these strict
performance parameters lies the freedom to design.

savings offset by the energy penalty
area. These calculations revealed

a conventional project budget.
the construction cost to be $223 per

how much glass to use.

square foot. Annual energy cost savings

Myth #2:

power will be approximately $185,000.

We can’t go wrong by planting trees.

The payback for the investment to reach

The team quickly discovered that placing

carbon neutrality compared to our baseline

trees in the wrong places would impede

building would be 12 years if the rise in

the daylighting solution. The landscaping

fuel costs outpaces general inflation by

must preserve access to natural light

4 percent a year. The payback would be

and be completely integrated with

less than 10 years today in the many

the building design.

other areas of the U.S. where electricity

Myth #3:
Photovoltaic panels are effective
only in bright, sunny, warm climates
like in California. Though the team’s
climate analysis showed that there
are 150 to 180 cloudy days per year

through energy efficiency and solar

is more expensive. Policy changes
supporting low-carbon and low-energy
initiatives, including additional federal
and state incentives for renewable
energy, could bring zero emissions
buildings much closer to our grasp.

in St. Louis, there is more than enough
sun to generate the required on-site
solar power. The team also learned that
solar panels are more efficient in cooler
climates — heat is their enemy.
west building entry
Pa g e 2 4
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Project Team
Breakthrough design doesn't just happen.
Behind every innovative project is an incredible, committed team.
HOK
Architecture, engineering, sustainable design, landscape architecture,
project management, cost estimating, Ecotect modeling
Javier Araneda, Alan Bright , Gerry Faubert, Tim Gaidis, Michael Keller,
Frank Kutilek, Mary Ann Lazarus, Tyler Meyr, Bill Odell, Colin Rohlfing,
Jeff Sanner, Travis Schmiesing, Dave Troup, Bill Valentine
The Weidt Group
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